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TECHNOLOGIES
FLUID CONNECTORS

FEATURED COMPONENTS

Our tubes are a flexible solution for low-pressure 
applications including drain, air, water, chemical, 
powder, fuel and oil transfers. Made to meet FDA 
and other industry specifications, they’re available 
in various lengths and colors for easy identification.

TUBING

An optimized system relies on quality hoses to 
deliver maximum performance. We stock a variety 
of quality hoses, including Parker’s Polyflex hose, 
that are designed for specific applications based on 
size, temperature and precise working pressure.

HOSES

Wilson’s fittings are versatile, higher quality and 
enable a complex system to operate at peak per-
formance. We can help you choose the fitting to 
deliver the right amount of pressure, prevent hose 
failure and extend the life of your equipment.

FITTINGS

Wilson’s full range of quick couplings will keep your 
application up and running with reliable-leak free 
connections that perform to a higher standard.  
No matter what your application, we have the  
solutions to help you avoid costly downtime.

COUPLINGS

MORE MATERIALS
Materials suited to your 
application, including 
steel, stainless steel, 
brass and thermoplastic.

MORE CONNECTOR STYLES
Choose from push-to-connect, compression, barbed, flare, 
and pipe fittings, as well as flow controls, ball valves, angle 
stops, manifolds and cartridges in both inch and metric 
sizes from 1/8” to 1-1/2”.

When a line or machine stops due to a defective part, the cost of the downtime is greater 
than the cost of all the connectors. That’s why we guarantee the quality of every connector 
we sell - and why our products meet or exceed both national and international standards.

INNOVATIONS
SMART SOLUTIONS

DATA CENTER SOLUTIONS

Data centers are vital to organizations as they store 
and communicate the information we generate every 
day. However, most centers use outdated air cooling 
systems that are unable to reduce heat, minimize 
energy consumption or meet the demands of high- 
density electronics and heavy processing loads.

Through improvements in fluid connectors, liquid 
cooling emerges as a smart solution. Liquid cooling 
can reduce the complexity of your heating system 
and potentially lower your cost of ownership.

To make the best choice for your application, contact 
us. We understand the demands of data centers and 
can offer solutions to ensure long-term performance.

• Hose Bundling

• Kitting

• Hose Testing

• Hose Cleaning

• Inventory Management

• White Room

• PTS Tracking

• Transair®

VALUE ADDED SOLUTIONS

When it comes to fluid connectors, no two operational 
requirements are exactly alike. We solve this by providing 
value-added services including hose bundling, cleaning and 
testing and supply a full inventory of food-grade hoses. We 
also offer assembly customization and fabrication services 
to address specific automation requirements.

Additionally, through Parker’s Tracking System, your custom 
assembly will receive its own unique item number, so ordering 
is simplified should you request the same assembly again.

https://wilson-company.com/t-industries-solutions.aspx


FLUID CONNECTOR PRODUCTS

Wilson is a Connector Technology Center for Parker Hannifin. We are the 
preferred fluid connector solution for partners that operate in the most 
demanding industries, such as chemical, food, pharmaceutical, primary 
metals, oilfield and construction. We also represent Colder Products, Dixon, 
Anchor Fluid Power, McDaniel Controls, Kuriyama, Noshok and Stauff.

VALUE ADDED SOLUTIONS

At Wilson, we don’t just sell and ship products - we deliver a toolbox of 
value added solutions to help your business improve performance, increase 
profitability and focus on what you do best. From advanced 3D modeling 
and fabrication to hose assembly and system testing, every service our 
team performs is conducted in an ISO 9001 certified facility. 

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICES
 
Wilson provides on-site services including troubleshooting, equipment  
repair, maintenance planning and installation. Combined with an extensive 
in-house parts inventory, our services help you optimize processes and 
bring your equipment to life. We also provide hydraulic and pneumatic 
training in our classroom or at your facility.

MOTION CONTROL PRODUCTS

For more than 55 years, Wilson has been a leading fluid power distributor.
Parker Hannifin recognizes us as a Technology Center for both Hydraulics 
and Pneumatics, providing access to the largest selection of high-quality 
motion control products in the industry. We also represent Stauff, ASA, 
Enerpac, Linde, Versa Valves, Clippard, Thomas and Proportion Air.

Wilson has the products and services to solve  
all of your motion control challenges.

AUSTIN 8606 Wall St. Ste. 1700  
Austin, TX 78754 | (512) 836-6076 

DALLAS 16301 Addison Rd.  
Addison, TX 75001 | (972) 931-8666

FORT WORTH 2205 Moneda St.  
Haltom City, TX 76117 | (817) 595-2244  

OUR LOCATIONS

HOUSTON 7330 W. Sam Houston Pkwy. N 
Houston, TX 77040 | (832) 467-0001

SAN ANTONIO 6740 Guada Coma Dr. 
Schertz, TX 78154 | (210) 680-2496

TEXARKANA 3200 E. 19th St.  
Texarkana, AR 71854 | (870) 772-5693

At Wilson, we believe the right partner is as important as the right part.
  
Since 1965, we’ve combined motion control technologies of the highest 
quality and value with innovation to deliver solutions in motion. Our mission 
is to improve the lives of our associates, customers and community by  
committing to our company core values of Love, Serve and Care.
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